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Love hard-boiled detective stories?

Prefer capers,
crime, cozies,
romance, or history,
instead?

We’ve got the perfect mystery novel for your vacation — wherever you take it!

Maybe you want a supernatural aspect?

Or maybe thrills and suspense are your thing?
Here’s a clue: check out Cooper’s Mystery Novel Book Display! We’ve got a variety of mysteries in a range of subgenres, to fit whatever your summer vacation environment may be!

Want a hard-boiled detective novel to read in front of the fire at the ski lodge? Try *The Snowman*. Or maybe a cozy mystery to read at the beach? Try *Laughed ‘til he Died*. Prefer a psychological thriller to read while camping in the middle of nowhere? Try *Under the Harrow*. Or maybe a historical fiction novel to read before touring a house museum? Try *Death Comes to Pemberley*. Rather have an audiobook to keep you busy on the car ride? We’ve got those too! Come by Cooper and check out the full display to find a mystery novel perfect for your summer trip.

*Please note that some items included on display are sequels in a series.*

- Posted on Clemson University Libraries’ Blog, July 6th 2017
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